Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Beyond visual and auditory displays, tactile interface is being considered as a new interaction interface that is expected to provide more realistic user experience. The function of tactile displays is to mimic particular features of real surfaces, such as roughness, texture, and thermal conductivity. Mechanisms with multiple stimulators to simulate the surface features have been suggested for the implementation of the tactile displays. Fingertip tactile displays with dense arrangements of pins have been built by various research groups (Frisken-Gibson et al. [@CR7]; Hayward and Cruz-Hernandez [@CR12]; Killebrew et al. [@CR13]; Kyung et al. [@CR16]). When these tactile arrays of pins stimulate the skin, various surface patterns can be presented (Oyarzabal et al. [@CR24]; Lim et al. [@CR19]).

Although the use of multiple pins offers the advantage of stimulating various surface properties, unexpected phenomena are sometimes observed. One example is "the beats." It has been observed that the simultaneous operation of two stimuli with slightly different frequencies causes a new harmonic wave of two tones (von Bekesy [@CR32], [@CR33]). This wave, termed *beats*, is caused by the interference between two periodic waves with frequencies *f* and *f* + *δf* close to one another (Rao [@CR29]; von Bekesy [@CR33]). The wave is observed as a very low frequency of *δf* and can be felt by the human tactile or auditory sense as if there is another stimulation. The beats' characteristics have been studied in auditory perception research area for a long time; otherwise, their characteristics in tactile perception have been investigated by a small number of research groups. After Bekesy's initial study using a loudspeaker for generating vibration, advances in stimulation devices in the terms of precision and wider bandwidth have contributed to observing new beats phenomena in the tactile sense. A recent study used 2 small linear vibrators with different frequency, and each vibrator was held by each hand of the subject. The study observed and measured the new vibration that occurred when two vibrators are directly contacted (Lim et al. [@CR18]). The beats in the tactile sense were also observed when two vibrators are attached to a rigid body (Park and Choi [@CR25]). Another study used unperceivable frequencies in the tactile sense Makino et al. [@CR21]). They used two piezovibrators with very high frequencies over 1 kHz, and their frequency difference was 100 Hz. The experimental results showed that the human subject felt the beats frequency of 100 Hz but could not detect vibration when a single vibration was provided.

The beats in tactile senses are observed in many cases, and they can be designed scientifically and potentially exploited in various applications. In order to use beats as a new methodology for displaying tactile properties, scientific and systematic analysis of the beats phenomenon is required. This study investigated the beats phenomenon in tactile senses on a finger pad using stimulation by two indentation pins with slightly different sinusoidal operation frequencies. We also investigated the beats detection threshold in the tactile sense. We designed a tactile stimulation device with precisely controlled pins and measured the amplitude threshold for the perceived beats sensation when the two stimulus pins were separated by a distance of 1 mm. The stimulation was generated with piezoelectric bimorphs that can be controlled precisely by variation of the frequency and amplitude of the waveform control signal, and we measured the exact displacement of the pins with a laser vibrometer. We term the new stimulation induced after the summation *tactile beats*, which can be defined as the beats perceived via the tactile sense with two vibratory stimuli presented simultaneously.

Method {#Sec2}
======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Twelve young subjects, aged 23 to 33 years, participated in the experiments. They were all right-handed and reported no known cutaneous or kinesthetic sensing problems. In this research, only participants younger than 33 years of age were selected for all experiments due to the known decreasing sensitivity of elderly people (Dinse et al. [@CR5]; Manning and Tremblay [@CR22]). All the subjects were paid for their participation and were unaware as to the purposes of the experiments.

Apparatus {#Sec4}
---------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic diagram of the vibration measurement system. Two pins attached to the piezobimorphs provided external sinusoidal tactile stimuli directly to the index finger. The contact area of the pin was 0.79 mm^2^ (pin's diameter: 1 mm). A laser doppler vibrometer (Keyence LC2400A (controller), LC-2430 (head)) was fixed under the bimorphs to measure the vibration amplitude and frequency. The resolution of the laser doppler vibrometer was less than 0.02 μm.Fig. 1Schematic diagram of measuring the piezobimorph amplitude

Vibrotactile stimuli were delivered through two piezoelectric bimorphs. We used piezoelectric bimorphs (40--1,055, APC Int. Ltd., PA) with a maximum deflection greater than 700 μm and a bandwidth of approximately 350 Hz. Its exerting force was 0.06 N. This force magnitude can sufficiently create an indentation of 0.3 mm to a human finger pad. The size of the bimorph was 35 × 2.5 × 0.6 mm. Voltage amplifiers (PB51, Apex Microtechnology) were used to amplify the circuit so as to obtain a wide supply voltage range (±15 to ±150 V). We control piezoelectric bimorphs based on their characteristics like frequency response discovered from our previous work (Kyung et al. [@CR15]).

Procedure {#Sec5}
---------

### Experiment 1: detection of tactile beats {#Sec6}

This experiment was designed to see whether one can sense tactile beats sensation when two pins are stimulated on the finger pad with a slightly different frequency. The design of Experiment 1 is described in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This experiment involved a discrimination test. Participants compared one pair of stimuli (a standard vibration) with another pair (a comparison vibration). The stimuli were generated when using two pins placed at 1 mm spatial intervals through vibration as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b--d.Fig. 2**a** Stimulus arrangement **b** Condition 1: Time chart of stimulus pair between standard vibration and comparison vibration, which is generated by changing the frequency of two pins **c** Condition 2: Time chart of stimulus pair comparing the standard vibration and comparison vibration, which generates the beats phenomenon just by changing the frequency of Pin2 **d** Condition 3: Time chart of stimulus pair comparing the standard vibration and comparison vibration, which are vibrated at the same frequency

The participants were seated in front of the tactile stimulus device and instructed to hold their finger, hand, and arm so as to put the finger naturally on the device, so that it can minimize the modulation of sensation from their body position (Medina and Rapp [@CR23]). Participants answered "same" or "different" with two alternative forced choices to compare the standard and comparison vibration in the aspect of tactile sensation on the finger pad. All participants were instructed to say "different" if they were reasonably sure that the comparison vibration was different from the standard vibration in the aspect of tactile sensation and "same" if they could not detect any difference between the standard and comparison vibration. If participants perceived a difference between the standard and the comparison vibration, they are presented with the same stimuli and comparison vibration once more. And then participants report the perceived number of impacts during one second of comparison vibration via the numerical keypad on the keyboard, effectively allowing them to report any pulse number.

Condition 1 of Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. Two pins vibrate with the same amplitude and frequency in the standard vibration set. The standard frequency (*f*) is 250 Hz and amplitude is 40 μm in standard vibration of condition 1. In the comparison vibration set of condition 1, the amplitude and frequency of two pins are same. However, the frequencies of two pins are slightly different (*f* + *df*) compared with standard vibration. The modulated frequency (*df*) is 4 Hz in comparison vibration of condition 1. Some previous research through experiments has found just noticeable difference (JND) around 250 Hz in human tactile sensation, while the difference of 4 Hz is not enough to notice around 250 Hz (Goff [@CR11]; Mahns et al. [@CR20]; Pongrac [@CR28]). From the previous research, we expect that participants cannot discriminate between standard vibration of 250 Hz and comparison vibration of 254 Hz in condition 1 of Experiment 1. Condition 2 of Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c. The standard vibration is the same as condition 1. In the comparison vibration set of condition 2, frequency of just one pin is modulated with 4 Hz change. From the similarity between human auditory and tactile system about frequency modulation, we expect that participants can discriminate between the standard vibration of 250 Hz and comparison vibration of just one pin's modulation to 254 Hz in condition 2 of Experiment 1 because of beats phenomenon. The condition 3 of Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d. The standard vibration and comparison vibration have the exactly same frequency and amplitude. A random order was employed to present condition 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Each experiment consisted of ten trials.

To mask any external disturbances, such as the sound and friction noise of the vibrotactile device, pink noise was presented through a noise cancelation headphone. Subjects performed experiments with their eyes open to maintain their arousal level. Between each set of five-minute experiments, the subjects took one-minute breaks to return the sensation in the index fingertip to normal.

### Experiment 2: threshold of tactile beats {#Sec7}

This experiment sought to find the amplitude threshold of the two protrusions on the finger pad to detect beats. Two alternative forced choices (same or different) were used to evaluate the beats detection amplitude to stimulate the same methods as those in condition 2 of Experiment 1. We tested at the five standard frequencies (*f*), which were 63.1, 100, 158.5, 251.2, and 398.1 Hz. The selected standard frequencies are equally spaced on the logarithmic frequency scale. We measured the beats detection threshold just by changing the frequency of Pin2 at the comparison vibration of the four beats frequencies (*δf*): 2.51, 3.98, 6.31, and 10 Hz, at each standard frequency. The test amplitudes at each standard and beats frequencies were presented with one of six predetermined amplitudes, which were determined based on pilot test results. The selected amplitudes are equally spaced on the logarithmic amplitude scale. From pilot studies, we found the rough amplitude thresholds for the beats perception threshold using the discrimination test while changing the stimuli amplitude at each standard and beats frequency using the pattern of condition 2 of Experiment 1. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the amplitude in using the test at each standard frequency (*f*). For randomly repeated measurements, all stimuli were presented ten times with a uniform random distribution. The subjects' summed responses of "different" were plotted against the amplitude of the two pins at each standard and beats frequency as a psychometric function fitted using sigmoid. In the current study, the beats detection threshold was defined as 75% in the case of "same" and "different" alternative forced choice results, which is halfway between perfect performance and chance performance.Table 1Test amplitude at each standard and beats frequencyStandard frequency (Hz)Beats frequency (Hz)Test amplitude (μm)63.12.5, 3.98, 6.31, 1051.3, 64.7, 81.4, 102.5, 129, 162.51002.5, 3.98, 6.3110, 12.6, 15.8, 20, 25.1, 31.6107.9, 10, 12.6, 15.8, 20, 25.1,1582.5, 3.985, 6.3, 7.9, 10, 12.6, 15.86.31,104, 5, 6.3, 7.9, 10, 12.62512.5, 3.98, 6.31, 102.5, 3.2, 4, 5, 6.3, 7.93982.5, 3.982.5, 3.2, 4, 5, 6.3, 7.96.31,102, 2.5, 3.2, 4, 5, 6.3

For within subjects experiment, the stimulus on each beats and standard frequency was presented randomly with all six amplitudes set in advance. Each subject performed a total of 1,250 trials (5 beats conditions × 5 standard frequency conditions × 6 amplitude conditions × 10 trials). Participants took a one-minute break every 5 min. Additionally, each participant took a rest of at least 30 min after 30 min of experiments.

Results and discussion {#Sec8}
======================

Detection of tactile beats (Experiment 1) {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------

In this experiment, we examined the tactile beats phenomenon with a discrimination test to compare the standard vibration and comparison vibration that stimulated two tactile pins on the skin at each spatial interval. In condition 3, all of the trials were rated "same." In condition 1, 99.8% of the trials were rated "same." This means that participants sensed the same stimulation between the standard vibration (250 Hz sinusoidal external stimulation) and the comparison vibration (254 Hz sinusoidal external stimulation). The results of condition 1 were expected because Pongrac shows that the resulting JND was 20% for vibrations of 250 Hz, and much other research has shown through experimental results of vibrotactile discriminative increment or just noticeable difference (JND) that 4 Hz of difference around 250 Hz is not a noticeable difference in human tactile sensation (Goff [@CR11]; Mahns et al. [@CR20]; Pongrac [@CR28]). From the result of condition 1, we proved that it is perceptually difficult to detect the stimulus difference between 250 and 254 Hz. However, subjects rated "different" for all the trials in condition 2. This means that all participants correctly perceived and discriminated the 4 Hz change of a pin when another pin vibrates without a frequency change, although the amount of total intensity change in condition 2 was less than the change in condition 1 in the aspect of the physical parameter in each pin. Stimulating two vibrations with slight frequency differences simultaneously induced interference, which caused a new tactile perception like pitch variation based on the beats phenomenon. When the two tactile pins stimulated the skin, the vibrations were summed in the skin. The results of Experiment 1 show that slight frequency changes of one pin caused a large sensation variation although the same amount of frequency change to both two pins did not cause any perceptual variation.

From these results of Experiment 1, we concluded that it is easier to recognize a stimulus change between standard and comparison vibration when only one tactile pin changes frequency more slightly (condition 2) than when both pins changes frequency (condition 1). Additionally, the mean response is 3.72 to feel impacts from four envelope peaks of stimuli. These results mean that all subjects sensed the *low frequency* stimulus when two tactile pins, which have the distance of 1 mm from each other, are stimulated with slightly different sinusoidal frequencies. The stimulus of each pin was transferred to the mechanoreceptors according to the mechanical properties of the skin (Azañón and Soto-Faraco [@CR1]). The results show that two vibrations with slight frequency differences induce low frequency sensation, which results from the interference between different harmonic motions with slightly different frequencies based on the beats phenomenon. Tactile beats cause the intensity change of stimulus temporally at the location of mechanoreceptors (Bensmaia et al. [@CR2]). Participants could not detect all four peaks because of the limitations in tactile temporal numerosity judgment. Philippi tested temporal numerosity judgment for ranges from 2 to 10 pulses per second (Philippi et al. [@CR27]). When we compare these data, it appears to be consistent that the four events in a second are underestimated at the tactile sense. Lechelt ([@CR17]) and Philippi et al. ([@CR27]) confirmed the general tendency toward underestimation with the amount of underestimation increasing with the increase in the number of pulse and the decrease in the interstimulus interval. Gallace et al. ([@CR8]) showed that tactile stimuli cannot be subitized when multiple tactile stimuli were simultaneously presented across the body. From their results, four events in a second are likely to fall into the "counting" region along the subitizing-counting-estimating continuum in tactile numerosity judgment in the temporal domain since it is not easy to discriminate four events in a second in all trials.

Our observation is related to the research by von Bekesy ([@CR32], [@CR33]) who has shown that the presence of beats phenomenon on the forearm can be perceived with two slightly different vibrations by using a vibrating coil of a loudspeaker unit. In this experiment, we try to observe the beats phenomenon and its characteristics at the finger pad under precisely controlled conditions. We measure whether the beats phenomenon can be perceived with small contactors (1 mm diameter) and 1 mm distance. We tested our idea with a piezoelectric bimorph to generate exact and accurate waveforms and measured the amplitude with a laser doppler vibrometer.

Threshold of tactile beats (Experiment 2) {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------

In this experiment, we measured the amplitude threshold to perceive the beats sensation when two indentation pins that have small contactors (diameter 1 mm) stimulate within a distance of 1 mm from each other. From the psychometric function curve, the beats detection threshold was defined as the vibration amplitude at which the subject gave "different" responses to 75% of stimulus deliveries. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a shows the psychometric functions for these five frequencies (63.1, 100, 158, 251, and 398 Hz) at each beats frequency (2.5, 3.98, 6.31, and 10 Hz).Fig. 3**a** The psychometric function curves relating to the discrimination rate and the amplitude between the standard vibration and comparison vibration for a series of five different frequencies. The psychometric curves are plotted with beats frequencies at 2.5, 3.98, 6.31, and 10 Hz. The *horizontal dotted lines* represent 75% correct performance at which thresholds were estimated. **b** Beats detection threshold for two pin stimuli on the finger pad with the same amplitude

The mean change of the beats amplitude threshold according to standard frequency was obtained for 12 subjects from each psychometric curve. The beats detection threshold at each standard and beats frequency is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. For each beats stimulus, we averaged the graphs of beats detection thresholds across subjects at each standard and beats frequencies. The results are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, with the error bars representing standard errors.Table 2Mean and variance of beats detection amplitude threshold (μm) and steepnessEnvelop frequency (Hz)Standard frequency (Carrier frequency) (Hz)63.11001582513982.5Mean89.83 ± 8.8722.82 ± 4.779.24 ± 2.625.32 ± 0.795.03 ± 0.40Steepness1.1161.07510,1031.0941.1003.98Mean91.36 ± 12.7922.23 ± 3.9010.28 ± 2.056.17 ± 0.474.83 ± 0.43Steepness1.0801.1081.1321.1631.1166.31Mean87.65 ± 15.5222.89 ± 2.148.53 ± 1.565.32 ± 0.883.98 ± 0.85Steepness1.1141.1011.1271.0871.09810Mean91.97 ± 22.0120.36 ± 1.839.83 ± 2.737.17 ± 1.514.23 ± 1.16Steepness1.0961.1211.1261.0991.147

A repeated-measure ANOVA on the data from the full set of psychometric functions confirmed the significant effects of standard frequency for each beats frequency. We tested the effects of the two independent variables (standard frequency and beats frequency) to the threshold, which has proved that the standard frequency was statistically significant \[F(4,44) = 69.020, *P* \< 0.005\], but the beats frequency did not \[F(3,33) = 0.825, *P* = 0.490\]. The results show that the beats detection threshold decreases as the standard frequency increases.

Many research results show that the absolute vibrotactile detection threshold is a function of frequency (Bolanowski et al. [@CR4], [@CR3]; Franzen [@CR6]; Gescheider et al. [@CR9]; Goble et al. [@CR10]; Sherrick [@CR30]; Verrillo [@CR31]). From the previous work (Kyung et al. [@CR14]), we investigated the absolute detection threshold with tactile pins of the small-area tactor at several frequencies of sinusoidal input. The studies show that vibrotactile perception of a human finger becomes more sensitive as the vibration frequency of stimulation increases except at very high frequency ranges. And in the aspect of the beats detection threshold, we found that a human finger is more sensitive with increasing frequency. Furthermore, participants feel the similar thresholds at the same carrier frequency even though the beats frequency is different. From the relation, lower frequency feeling by tactile beats is mediated by the mechanoreceptor engaged with carrier frequency from the results.

In addition, our other concern is the relation between the "ratio of the absolute tactile stimulus detection threshold to beats stimulus detection threshold" and "standard frequency." To compare the absolute detection threshold (Kyung et al. [@CR15]) and the beats detection threshold, we present the relation between human vibrotactile beats perception and frequency. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the means of the ratio of the absolute vibration detection threshold to the beats detection threshold according to standard frequency, which proves that the ratio increases as the standard frequency increases. For the data between the ratio of the absolute vibration detection threshold to the beats detection threshold and standard frequency, there is a significant linear trend across the standard frequency (F(1,11) = 104.738, *P* \< 0.005). The results show in order to recognize beats with two pins in the case of low standard frequency, a percipient needs high amplitude stimulus of two pins compared to the absolute vibration detection threshold. As the standard frequency increases, the required amplitude level at two pins of the beats signal compared to absolute vibration decreases for the detection of beats. It means that higher carrier frequency is more sensitive and easier to detect beats because of the lower absolute vibratory detection threshold and beats detection threshold. Beats detection is caused in the mechanoreceptors. Beats feeling is mediated by the mechanoreceptor engaged with carrier frequency. From the previous skin and mechanoreceptor model, action potential by the displacement of skin surface is generated through the skin and nerve (Pawluk and Howe [@CR26]). Stimuli on the skin for beats generation are merged at the mechanoreceptor and generate action potentials. The stimuli are similar to amplitude modulation of vibration with carrier frequency at the mechanoreceptors. As the standard frequency increases, the beats detection threshold decreases because the absolute detection threshold is lower at the higher frequency.Fig. 4Amplitude ratio of absolute tactile stimulus detection threshold to beats detection thresholds

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

In perception, two vibrations with slightly different frequencies induce the beats phenomenon. The present study finds that subjects can perceive beats with two tactile stimuli in different locations at the same time with different frequencies using small contactors. The alternating constructive and destructive interference between the two pins' tactile stimulation of the skin causes a lower frequency tactile sensation based on the beats phenomenon on the skin. The present study examined the tactile beats detection threshold on the index finger when two stimuli 1 mm distance apart from each other vibrated on the finger at the same time at slightly different sinusoidal frequencies (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Pawluk investigates the holistic model of human touch (Pawluk and Howe [@CR26]). From the model, they show the mechanics of the skin, the mechanics of the end organ, the creation of a generator potential, the initiation of an action potential, and the branching structure of the afferent fibers. Simplified estimated lumped finger model is made to show how to change temporal and spatial displacement at the located pacinian in skin. From the model, the displacement of the skin surface causes the modulation of pacinian in the skin. It causes conduction of the nerve fiber by the Hodgkin-Huxley model. From their research, they conclude that two and more stimuli could sum at the mechanoreceptors because skin and end organ have mechanical properties. We present two stimuli on the skin surface. The stimuli are merged at the pacinian in the skin and slightly different frequency generated beats stimuli. We present the relation between standard frequencies and amplitudes of two vibrations, which stimulate with slightly different frequencies in different locations at the same time by generating beats sensation. The elevation of the beats detection threshold with two tactile pins vibrating at slightly different frequencies on the skin may be associated with the decreasing standard frequency of the tactile pins (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). In addition, the ratio of the absolute threshold to the beats detection threshold shows that beats are easier to perceive at a higher frequency when the stimulus is detected (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results conclude that human tactile beats perception becomes more sensitive as the vibration frequency of stimulation increases.
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